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VISUAL
COLLABORATION
GENUINE COLLABORATION IS
JUST AS VALUABLE AS EVER.

VISUAL COLLABORATION
At Kinly, visual collaboration means doing more than just delivering
products and services.
To us, an effective collaboration solution goes further than the
physical workplace, offering real-life workflows and experiences that
mimic real life experiences online.
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WHAT IS VISUAL
COLLABORATION?
The world of work is changing rapidly, but genuine
collaboration is just as valuable as ever. Increasingly, that
important work in taking place in virtual environments.
Here at Kinly, we combine the digital and the physical
to deliver visual collaboration solutions which work for
everyone, from anywhere.
Once limited to video conferencing alone, visual
collaboration solutions now encompass myriad services
and products to build a system which allows you, your
employees and your customers to collaborate in real
time, in a way which suits them. This complete service
spans both digital and physical tools, combining the
two to create environments where your people can
work together seamlessly.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Join from anywhere
With the rise of hybrid working, the concept of a single functional
office space has gone out the window. To ensure your people
can use Kinly’s visual collaboration offering from anywhere,
we ensure it’s accessible on practically any device and from
practically any location.

Full lifecycle approach
Here at Kinly, we do more than just deliver your visual
collaboration solution. We take a full lifecycle approach, helping
your teams implement new technology, encouraging adoption
across your business, managing the service and adapting to
changing needs where needed. In short, we’ll ensure your visual
collaboration solution is working as effectively as possible for
the full duration of our partnership.

Quality meetings
Effective communication is about more than basic information
sharing. When multiple people are contributing to a meeting in
the same space, the information displayed on the presentation
in not the only thing we share. Expressions, body language and
more help us deliver a multitude of messages, so it’s vital to
translate this to virtual attendees too. With the right solution,
you can ensure your employees are not constrained by hybrid
working and benefit from all the advantages visual collaboration
brings to the table.
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Faster decision-making
When you enable genuine collaboration among your people,
from anywhere, you naturally speed up decision-making and
create a more effective workforce. This is an investment in
people which has real business results.

Fully connected service
Working with Kinly means using one point of contact for both
the physical and digital delivery of any visual collaboration
service. We’ll liaise with any third-party suppliers on your behalf,
simplifying the entire process and saving you valuable time.
Plus, our expertise and oversight guarantee a solution which
works seamlessly across both the physical and digital space.

Experienced professionals
Kinly has been a leading advisor in the visual collaboration
space for over 25 years. In that time, we’ve built up a wealth of
knowledge and expertise which, as a global company, we can put
into action anywhere in the world. Our people are highly certified
and are motivated by you, our customer. We know what works
and what doesn’t, and we’ll always drive to deliver a solution
which works for you.
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MAKING COLLABORATION
WORK FOR EVERYONE
We are undergoing a period of rapid change in the workplace as hybrid is quickly
replacing an established, office-based approach to work.
According to Accenture, an overwhelming 83% see this flexible model as the
optimal approach going forward, so there’s no doubt that a combination of both
in-office and virtual work is here to stay.
To ensure that’s effective for your business, hybrid models must be designed with
intention. Including all employees – those in the room and those who need tools
in place to operate as though they were – is vital to effective collaboration and,
ultimately, achieving business goals. As we move forward and digital tools become
even more advanced, Cisco suggests visual collaboration could even become
more effective than face-to-face. For now, the aim is to support collaboration in an
increasingly digital environment, while giving people the freedom to choose where
they work most effectively.
We are undergoing a period of rapid change in the workplace as hybrid is quickly
replacing an established, office-based approach to work.
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WHAT WE’LL DELIVER
Video conferencing
Visual collaboration which works for everyone relies on the integration of digital
and physical tools. As the nature of work changes, the spaces in which we work
must adapt to remain places which promote inspiration, productivity and genuine
collaboration. Our experts design environments to meet your needs. All equipped
with the best hardware, lighting and sound systems, we ensure your people can
get on with their work, without worrying about the tech which enables it.
Full system integration (hybrid workplace – physical and digital)
Effective visual collaboration requires advanced digital tools. Here at Kinly, we have
significant experience working with all the key suppliers of such tools yet are not
bound to any one service. That means we can deliver solutions from the biggest
players – Cisco, Pexip, Zoom, MS Teams and more – while flexing to meet your specific
needs and requirements. We’ll work with existing infrastructure where needed,
while recommending only the most effective solutions for your business needs
Support at home and in office
Unlike some service providers, we understand that collaboration doesn’t just
happen in a single, assigned workspace anymore. That’s precisely why we work
to support your people both in the office, at home and on the go. In practical
terms, that might mean supplying hardware to be installed in various locations –
better cameras and meeting systems than you find on the average laptop,
for example – or recommending software which works effectively across devices.
Cloud and infrastructure
Many visual collaboration software tools are now fully cloud. We recognise that
the high-quality output you require cannot always be delivered via this service,
so we run our own worldwide infrastructure. From here, we support customers
with bespoke solutions, hosting, direct-peering and more. Working alongside your
stakeholders to understand your needs and any concerns around security and
quality, we can deploy visual collaboration solutions with either cloud, hybrid
or on-premises infrastructure. The choice is yours.
Segment adaptation
Visual collaboration is quickly becoming a must across multiple sectors. Whether
your business serves a B2B, B2C, education or financial audience, we can map out
the best way of communicating with your people and customers alike.
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HOW WE’LL DELIVER THIS
The topic of visual collaboration is a broad one, and it encompasses so many
products that it can seem difficult to see the full picture. That’s why we’ll deliver
your full solution as an independent advisor.
This begins in the planning stage, where we map out your workflows, identify
any pain points and suggest solutions which can be achieved with our
technology. This might involve showing demonstrations and running pilots
in your organization before we built out the full solution.
Your dedicated customer success manager will be your key contact through this
process, guiding you through key decisions. At the same time, we’ll be led by you.
If you have existing infrastructure you’d like to integrate into new solutions, just
let us know. In the same vein, if you have a preferred technology supplier, we’ll be
more than happy to work with them and, as we have so much experience in-house
at Kinly, we’ve most likely deployed collaboration solutions with them before.
Our solutions are designed to adapt to any size business and any size space,
reflecting the needs of your organization and your people’s workflows. We know
the technology inside out, so we’re perfectly placed to recommend, design and
implement the right visual collaboration systems to increase productivity and
engage your people from anywhere.
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Working together.
Everywhere.

Why Kinly?
Bringing people & technology together for better productivity wherever the
work happens – Because great things happen when people work together.

EXPERIENCED

INDEPENDENT

PROVEN

SCALE

Dedicated expertise in
planning, supplying,
integrating and managing
AV systems integration
and remote collaboration
services.

A leading partner with the
world’s top vendors to
deliver the best choice of
solutions for public and
private sector businesses.

Globally recognised
businesses relying on us for
secure and flexible meeting
and collaboration services.

An end-to-end provider of
workspace transformation
services with worldwide
presence.
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